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Overview



About Unitu



“Our NSS scores on Student 
Voice were fantastic this year, I 
think Unitu has played a big part 
in that as the change was 
biggest in our college where we 
use it most actively.”

Dr Patricia Xavier
Swansea University

Unitu’s Journey
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Our mission

To help Universities and Student Unions to 
improve the student experience by amplifying student 

voices and closing the feedback loop.



Communication



There is a degree of cynicism among students as they rarely 

get any information about the consequences of feedback

and this in turn, can contribute to the difficulty of getting 

students to engage in the process of quality assurance. 

Janet Powney and Stuart Hall (1998)
Closing the Loop: The Impact of Student Feedback on Students' Subsequent Learning
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The challenge 



The challenge

“For several years, students have reported comparatively lower 

satisfaction with how effectively changes are communicated. 

Now more than ever, the survey results demonstrate how 

important it is for universities to communicate changes 

effectively, run courses as smoothly as possible, and listen 

carefully to student feedback. 

This is even more important in the context of the coronavirus 

pandemic.”

Nicola Dandridge, 
CEO, Office for Students



Closing the feedback loop in and after a pandemic

800% Increase



Technology used to TRY close the feedback loop



Increasing student engagement

Safe Space TransparencyAccessibility

62%
agreed Unitu makes it 

easier to give feedback

87%
agreed students should be 

able to be anonymous

74%
agreed staff responses are 

communicated back to 
students 



How does Unitu work?
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Feedback board built around the student rep system



Students can give feedback at any time.



Reps moderate and escalate representative
feedback to staff.



Staff show students how they’ve acted on their feedback.



Transparency at the core
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Effectively closing the feedback loop

The Approach
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A model for dialogue 

Students give 
feedback

Value student feedback Impact of student feedback

Focusing on effort over outcome

Outcome
Acknowledge Clarify Update Check-in

Together
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Thank you
Anish Bagga
anish@unitu.co.uk


